2...supports my crazy ideas. When I said I wanted to start a blog or begin a Bible study with women I had never met in person, he didn’t look at me with concern or questioning in his eyes. He led me to a place where I could feel comfortable exploring these ideas and helped me to accomplish my goals. 3...is well liked and respected. My husband’s growing up life and mine were very different. Yet, he has embraced my family and their traditions. My sisters are his sisters, and he would do anything for them, just as I would. My husband prays with each of us and always encourages our family to pray together at meal times. He gets on his knees nightly and humbles himself in prayer before God. Many nights, if I am awake, I watch him do this and thank God for this spiritual leadership. Buy a cheap copy of Crazy about My Husband book. Got the crazies? Nothing wrong with that. "Specially when you’re crazy about the people you love. The titles and whimsical covers grab the eyes of browsing Free Shipping on all orders over $10.Â Got the crazies? Nothing wrong with that. "Specially when you’re crazy about the people you love. The titles and whimsical covers grab the eyes of browsing shippers, while the lighthearted content conveys the funny things that make them crazy for their loved ones! Crazy about My Husband book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Wives of the world, Crazy About My Husband is the next-to-best way of letting your man know, I'm glad you are mine. Between the beautifully designed covers, the wistful, whimsical color sketches and sly sentiments will help your husband understand exactly how you feel about him-and those endearing moments of married life you share. Some tug at the heart, others will put a Wives of the world, Crazy About My Husband is the next-to-best way of letting your man know, I'm glad you are mine. Between the beautifully designed covers, the wistful, whimsical color sketches and sly sentiments will help your husband understand exactly how you feel about him-and those endearing moments of married life you share.